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Abstract The C-terminal trigger sequence is essential in
the coiled-coil formation of GCN4-p1; its conformational
properties are thus of importance for understanding this
process at the atomic level. A solution NMR model
structure of a peptide, GCN4p16–31, encompassing the
GCN4-p1 trigger sequence was proposed a few years ago.
Derived using a standard single-structure refinement
protocol based on 172 nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)
distance restraints, 14 hydrogen-bond and 11 / torsional-
angle restraints, the resulting set of 20 NMR model struc-
tures exhibits regular a-helical structure. However, the set
slightly violates some measured NOE bounds and does not
reproduce all 15 measured 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants,
indicating that different conformers of GCN4p16–31 might
be present in solution. With the aim to resolve structures
compatible with all NOE upper distance bounds and
3J-coupling constants, we executed several structure
refinement protocols employing unrestrained and restrained
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with two force
fields. We find that only configurational ensembles
obtained by applying simultaneously time-averaged NOE
distance and 3J-coupling constant restraining with either
force field reproduce all the experimental data. Addition-
ally, analyses of the simulated ensembles show that the
conformational variability of GCN4p16–31 in solution
admitted by the available set of 187 measured NMR data is
larger than represented by the set of the NMR model
structures. The conformations of GCN4p16–31 in solution
differ in the orientation not only of the side-chains but also
of the backbone. The inconsistencies between the NMR
model structures and the measured NMR data are due to
the neglect of averaging effects and the inclusion of
hydrogen-bond and torsional-angle restraints that have lit-
tle basis in the primary, i.e. measured NMR data.
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Introduction
Structural investigations of biomolecules are essential to
understand the role they play in biological processes.
However, since biomolecules in solution exist as ensem-
bles of different conformers rather than as single con-
formers, neglecting the dynamic nature of biomolecules
may lead to misunderstanding their biological function
(Jardetzky 1980; Karplus and McCammon 1983; Bonvin
and Bru¨nger 1995; Bax and Tjandra 1997; Best et al. 2006;
Vendruscolo 2007).
In solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy the primary, measured data are collected as tem-
poral and spatial averages of molecular conformations. The
interpretation of NMR observables, therefore, requires
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accounting for the conformational averaging in the NMR
structure refinement protocol (Kessler et al. 1988; Torda
et al. 1990; Pearlman and Kollman 1991; Bonvin et al.
1994; Daura et al. 1999; Bu¨rgi et al. 2001). The primary
data obtained from the solution NMR experiment are
usually a set of distance restraints between pairs of
hydrogen atoms extracted from nuclear Overhauser effects
(NOEs) and a set of 3J-coupling constants, which can be
related to the torsional angles by the Karplus relation
(Karplus 1963),
J / r tð Þð Þð Þ ¼ a cos2 /ðtÞ þ b cos /ðtÞ þ c ð1Þ
where / is the torsional angle defined by the four cova-
lently bound atoms that determine a particular 3J-coupling
constant, r(t) denotes a molecular conformation as function
of time, and a, b and c are empirical coefficients. Figure 1
shows the Karplus curves for 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling con-
stants determined by four different sets of parameters
obtained for different molecules under different conditions
(Pardi et al. 1984; Bru¨schweiler and Case 1994; Wang and
Bax 1996; Schmidt et al. 1999).
Since molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide
representations of the dynamics of molecules in solution,
yielding trajectories appropriate for averaging, they have
become a well established tool in NMR structure refine-
ment (van Gunsteren and Berendsen 1990; Schmitz et al.
1992; Mierke et al. 1994; van Gunsteren et al. 1994; Berndt
et al. 1996; Cuniasse et al. 1997; Gla¨ttli and van Gunsteren
2004; Trzesniak et al. 2005; Beckman et al. 2006; Zagrovic
and van Gunsteren 2006; Fawzi et al. 2008; Zagrovic et al.
2008). However, the utility of unrestrained MD simulations
in determining biomolecular structure can be limited by
insufficient sampling of conformational space (Fig. 2,
examples D, E and F) and by the finite accuracy of the
force field used (van Gunsteren and Mark 1998; van
Gunsteren et al. 2008) (Fig. 2, examples B, D and E). In
order to bias the sampling towards the relevant regions of
the configurational space, primary experimental data, such
as measured NOE upper distance bounds and 3J-coupling
constants, can be introduced as restraints in MD simula-
tions by adding a penalty function Vrestr to the physical
force field Vphys (Kaptein et al. 1985):
V r tð Þð Þ ¼ Vphys r tð Þð Þ þ V restr r tð Þð Þ ð2Þ
Various functional forms of Vrestr have been developed,
each restricting the sampled conformational space
differently. In NMR structure refinement based on
instantaneous restraints (IR) the penalty function Vrestr
usually has a harmonic functional form,
V restr r tð Þð Þ ¼ 1=2
XNrestr
i¼1
Kqri

qi r tð Þð Þ  q0i
2
ð3Þ
or in case of NOEs the corresponding half-harmonic
attractive form, which raises the energy of the system as
the deviation of the actual value of an observable qi(t)
from the experimentally measured value q0i increases
(Kaptein et al. 1985). Since instantaneous restraints only
allow conformations that satisfy the observed averaged
\qi[, MD simulations applying instantaneous restraints
predict an ensemble of structures that either agrees (Fig. 2,
examples A, B, D and E) or disagrees with the real
ensemble of structures (Fig. 2, examples C and F),
depending on the real potential energy surface. A more
tolerant approach to impose restraints is to treat the NMR
data as quantities satisfied only on average over the course
of a restrained MD simulation (Torda et al. 1989; Torda
et al. 1993; Fennen et al. 1995; Nanzer et al. 1995; Nanzer
et al. 1996; Keller et al. 2007). This can be achieved by
using the weighted temporal average during the
simulation,
qi r tð Þð Þ ¼ 1
sqr 1  exp t

sqr
  
Z t
0
exp
t0  t
sqr
 
q r t0ð Þð Þdt0
ð4Þ
in Eq. (3) or its half-harmonic equivalent. Here sqr is a
characteristic memory relaxation (or averaging) time. The
structure refinement protocols based on MD simulations
with time-averaged restraints (TAR) result in ensembles of
conformations rather than in single structures. MD
simulations with time-averaged distance restraints based
on NOE upper bounds have successfully been applied in a
number of cases (Torda et al. 1990; Nanzer et al. 1994;
Nanzer et al. 1997; Gattin et al. 2009). However, their
application to 3J-coupling constant refinement may be
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Fig. 1 Karplus curves for the 3J(HN-HCa) couplings with the
calibration constants from (Pardi et al. 1984) (solid line), (Bru¨schwe-
iler and Case 1994) (dashed line), (Wang and Bax 1996) (dotted line)
and (Schmidt et al. 1999) (dash-dotted line). A phase shift of 60 was
applied
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problematic due to i) the multi-valuedness of the inverse of
the Karplus relation, implying that a particular value of a
3J-coupling constant can correspond to several different
torsional-angle values (Fig. 1) and ii) high-energy barriers
between conformations with different torsional-angle
values that may prevent the sampling of the entire range
of torsional-angle values contributing to the measured
(average) 3J-coupling constants. Recently a method using
time-averaging and local-elevation (LE) biasing of the
torsional-angle conformational search has been proposed to
enforce 3J-coupling constant restraints (Christen et al.
2007). The restraining potential energy function associated
with the k-th 3J-coupling constant is a sum of Nle LE terms
(Huber et al. 1994)
V Jresk /k r tð Þð Þð Þ ¼
XNle
i¼1
V leki /k r tð Þð Þð Þ ð5Þ
in which the penalty terms are Gaussian functions centered
at /0ki,
V leki /k r tð Þð Þð Þ ¼ KJresk w/kiðtÞ
 exp  /k tð Þ  /0ki
 2.
2 D/0
 2  ð6Þ
where KJresk is the overall penalty function force constant
and w/ki is the weight of the i-th penalty function. The latter
is calculated using a product of two flat-bottom (fb) terms,
one for 3J(t) and one for 3 JðtÞ in order to determine if the
instantaneous or time-averaged 3J-value deviates from the
experimental one:
x/ki tð Þ ¼ t1
Z t
0
d/k r t0ð Þð Þ/0ki V
fb 3J /k r t
0ð Þð Þð Þ 
 V fb 3J /k r t0ð Þð Þð Þ
 
dt0 ð7Þ
d/k r tð Þð Þ/0ki ¼
1 if /0kiD/0

2\/k r tð Þð Þ\/0kiþD/0

2
0 otherwise
(
ð8Þ
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of six different real (solid line) and
model (dashed line) potential energy functions illustrating the force-
field problem of unrestrained MD simulations (examples B, D, E), the
sampling problem of MD simulations which occurs when instanta-
neous restraints are applied (examples C and F), and the search
problem of MD simulations due to high-energy barriers between
different conformations (examples D, E, F). The double arrow
indicates the thermal energy (1/2 kBT) associated with the degree of
freedom x. If the thermal energy is comparable to the barrier height,
transitions are easy, whereas a higher barrier leads to rare transitions.
If the measured 3J-value, \ 3J [exp, corresponds according to the
non-linear Karplus relation to a torsional-angle coordinate x for which
the potential energy is greater (examples E and F), instantaneous
restraining will lead to an unrealistic configuration x
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Unless the time-averaged value 3 Jk /k tð Þð Þ or the current
value 3Jk /k tð Þð Þ are close to the experimental one 3J0k , the
conformation is pushed away from /0ki resulting finally in
an average close to the experimental 3Jk-value (Christen
et al. 2007).
Here we assess seven different structure refinement
procedures with two different GROMOS force fields
applied to a peptide corresponding to the C-terminal
coiled-coil trigger sequence of the yeast transcriptional
activator GCN4, denoted GCN4p16–31, for which the
current PDB model structures (PDB entry 2ovn) do not
reproduce all 15 experimentally determined 3J(HN-HCa)-
coupling constants (Fig. 3, panel B). The NMR solution
structures of this peptide (Steinmetz et al. 2007) were
derived using the simulated annealing approach (Kirkpa-
trick et al. 1983; Nilges et al. 1988) based on 172 distance
restraints derived from measured NOEs, and assuming 25
standard a-helical restraints suggested by the measured
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants and secondary Ca and Ha
chemical shifts; these included 14 hydrogen-bond restraints
between the N and H atoms of residues 22–28 and the O
atoms of residues 18–24 as well as 11 / torsional-angle
restraints for the residues 18–28 (Steinmetz et al. 2007)
(Note: The supplementary material of this reference cites
11 / torsional-angle restraints whereas the reference refers
to only 8). In addition to the use of the derived a-helical
restraints, the structure refinement protocol relied on MD
calculations performed at very high temperature with a
simplified force field and without explicit consideration of
the solvent degrees of freedom. The deficiencies of this
refinement protocol prompted us to perform several struc-
ture determination procedures based on MD simulations
using the thermodynamically calibrated GROMOS force
fields at room temperature and explicit solvation. In order
to generate an ensemble of configurations in complete
agreement with all of the primary NMR data, i.e. 172
NOEs and 15 3J-couplings, a series of MD simulations of
the GCN4p16–31 involving proton-proton distance or
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant restraints as well as two
unrestrained MD simulations were carried out (Table 1).
Comparison of the NOE distances and 3J(HN-HCa)-cou-
pling constants calculated from the simulated MD trajec-
tories with the primary, measured NMR data provided the
quality criteria.
Methods
Molecular dynamics simulations
All MD simulations reported in this paper were carried out
using the GROMOS biomolecular simulation package (van
Gunsteren et al. 1996; Scott et al. 1999; Christen et al.
2005) and the 43A1 (van Gunsteren et al. 1996; Daura et al.
1998) and 53A6 (Oostenbrink et al. 2004; Oostenbrink
et al. 2005) GROMOS force-field parameter sets. The
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Fig. 3 Violations of the experimental NOE upper distance bounds as
a function of the NOE sequence number (left-hand panels) and
comparison of the experimental and calculated 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling
constants (right-hand panels) for the 20 NMR model structures
(panels A and B) and for the following six simulations: unre-
strained_43A1 (panels C and D), unrestrained_53A6 (panels E and
F), NOE_IR_43A1 (panels G and H), NOE_TAR_43A1 (panels I and
J), 3J_IR_43A1 (panels K and L) and 3J_LE_43A1 (panels M and N).
Simulation nomenclature is given Table 1 and NOE sequence
numbers in Table 2 as well as in Table S1 (Online Resource)
V fb Jk tð Þð Þ ¼
J /k r tð Þð Þð Þ  J0k  DJ0
 2
if J /k r tð Þð Þð Þ[ J0k þ DJ0
J /k r tð Þð Þð Þ  J0k þ DJ0
 2
if J /k r tð Þð Þð Þ\J0k  DJ0
0 otherwise
8
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>>:
ð9Þ
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GCN4p16–31 peptide comprises the sequence: Ac-16Asn-
17Tyr-18His-19Leu-20Glu-21Asn-22Glu-23Val-24Ala-25
Arg-26Leu-27Lys-28Lys-29Leu-30Val-31Gly-NH2. The
His residue is protonated at NE2, the Arg and Lys side
chains are protonated with charge ?e. Coordinates of the
first model structure of the NMR set of structures (PDB
entry 2ovn) were taken as the starting coordinates for MD
simulations (Table 1). The last residue (32Glu) of the
model structure was removed because it was not present in
the NMR experiment (Steinmetz et al. 2007). After steepest
descent energy minimisation, the structure was solvated in
a rectangular box of approximately 3000 pre-equilibrated
simple point charge (SPC) water molecules (Berendsen
et al. 1981) with a minimal solute-to-wall distance of
1.0 nm. The system was relaxed by performing a steepest-
descent energy minimisation with harmonic positional
restraints on all solute atoms (force constant 2.5 9
104 kJmol-1 nm-2) followed by a 100 ps long equilibration,
in which the positional restraints were gradually released
reducing the force constant to 0.0 kJmol-1 nm-2 and the
temperature was raised from 60 to 278 K. The initial
atomic velocities were taken from a Maxwell distribution
at 60 K. All MD simulations were performed using peri-
odic boundary conditions. The equations of motion were
integrated using the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of
2 fs. Centre of mass motion was stopped every 2 ps. Bond
lengths of the peptide and the geometry of the water mol-
ecules were constrained by applying the SHAKE algorithm
with a relative geometric tolerance of 10-4 (Ryckaert et al.
1977). The temperature and pressure were maintained at
278 K and 1 atm using the Berendsen thermostat with a
coupling time sT = 0.1 ps and barostat with a coupling
time sP = 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of
4.575 9 10-4 (kJmol-1nm-3)-1 (Berendsen et al. 1984). A
reaction-field approach was used to treat the electrostatics
employing a triple-range cutoff scheme, with cutoffs of 0.8
and 1.4 nm, and a dielectric permittivity of 66.6 (Gla¨ttli
et al. 2002). The pairlist was updated every five steps. The
179 NOE distance restraints in which GROMOS pseudo
atom corrections (van Gunsteren et al. 1996) were included
and 15 3 J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant restraints were
deduced from the corresponding measurements (Steinmetz
et al. 2007). The 3J-coupling constants are listed in Table
S2 (Online Resource).
The set of NOE distance restraints listed in Tables 2 and
S1 contained 7 more restraints than used in (Steinmetz et al.
2007). Two proton pairs omitted in the X-PLOR refinement,
HN(18His)-HN(16Asn) and HN(17Tyr)-HN(16Asn), were
included, and five ambiguous assignments: HN(21Asn)-Ha
(18His) or Ha(17Tyr); HN(20Glu)-Ha(18His) or Ha(17Tyr);
Hd2(18His)-Hc(20Glu) or Hc(22Glu); Hd(17Tyr)-Hc(20Glu)
or Hc(22Glu); He(17Tyr)-Hc(20Glu) or Hc(22Glu), were
incorporated as pairs of distance bounds. (Note: The number
of NOE distance restraints used in computing the NMR
model structures is not wholly clear due to a discrepancy
between the supplementary material of Steinmetz et al.,
which quotes 175 NOE distance restraints, and an X-PLOR
input file obtained from one of the authors (AA) of the
publication, which lists 174 distance restraints of which ‘‘
two were commented out in the course of the refinement due
to violations or incorrect assignments’’.) We considered that
the two deleted restraints were probably primary data and
Table 1 Overview of the MD simulations
MD simulation Name Starting coordinates Simulation
time [ns]
Unrestrained, 43A1 force field unrestrained_43A1 NMR model 1 50
Unrestrained, 53A6 force field unrestrained_53A6 NMR model 1 50
Instantaneous NOE distance restraining, 43A1 force field NOE_IR_43A1 NMR model 1 10
Time-averaged NOE distance restraining, 43A1 force field NOE_TAR_43A1 coordinates after 1 ns of
NOE_IR_43A1
10
Instantaneous3J-coupling restraining, 43A1 force field 3J_IR_43A1 NMR model 1 10
Local-elevation biased 3J-coupling restraining, 43A1 force field 3J_LE_43A1 NMR model 1 10
Time-averaged NOE distance restraining and instantaneous
3J-coupling restraining, 43A1 force field
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_43A1 coordinates after 1 ns of
NOE_IR ? 3J_IR_43A1
10
Time-averaged NOE distance restraining and instantaneous
3J-coupling restraining, 53A6 force field
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6 coordinates after 1 ns of
NOE_IR ? 3J_IR_53A6
10
Time-averaged NOE distance restraining and local-elevation
biased 3J-coupling restraining, 43A1 force field
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 coordinates after 1 ns of
NOE_IR ? 3J_IR_43A1
10
Time-averaged NOE distance restraining and local-elevation
biased 3J-coupling restraining, 53A6 force field
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6 coordinates after 1 ns of
NOE_IR ? 3J_IR_53A6
10
Time-averaged NOE distance restraining after 10 ns of
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 simulation, 43A1 force field
NOE_TAR ? -3J_LE_43A1 coordinates after 10 ns of
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1
5
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decided to include them. Inclusion of the five additional
restraints was based on the consideration that the ambiguous
assignments could reflect the averaging inherent to the
measurement, suggesting that Boltzmann distributed
ensemble generated in the MD simulation should reveal
whether one or both of the NOE restraint pairs can be satis-
fied. The instantaneous NOE distance restraints were
imposed with a force constant of 2000 kJmol-1nm-2, time-
averaged NOE distance restraints with a force constant of
6000 kJmol-1nm-2 and the 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant
instantaneous restraints were imposed with a force constant
of 10 kJmol-1 Hz-2. The time-averaged NOE distance
restraints used a memory relaxation time sqr of 20 ps (Torda
et al. 1993; Nanzer et al. 1997). The LE 3J-coupling biasing
used a memory relaxation time sqr of 5 ps (Allison and van
Gunsteren 2009). Additionally, due to the uncertainty in the
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants calculated from the corre-
sponding / angles via the Karplus relation a flat-bottom
restraining energy term with a 2 Hz wide well (DJ = 1 Hz)
was used in the LE 3J-coupling biasing simulations (Allison
and van Gunsteren 2009). The number of LE Gaussian
functions per dihedral angle was set to Nle = 36 and the
restraints were imposed with a force constant KJres =
0.005 kJmol-1 Hz-4.
From the equilibrated structure two 50 ns long unre-
strained MD simulations using the GROMOS 43A1 and
53A6 force fields (unrestrained_43A1, unrestrained_53A6)
were started. In addition, the following 9 restrained MD
simulations were performed: two 10 ns long MD simula-
tions using the 43A1 force field in which NOE distance
restraints were imposed either as instantaneous or time-
averaged restraints (NOE_IR_43A1 and NOE_TAR_
43A1); two 10 ns long MD simulations using the 43A1
force field in which 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant
restraints were imposed either as instantaneous restraints or
restraints using time-averaging together with LE biasing of
the conformational search (3J_IR_43A1, 3J_LE_43A1);
four 10 ns long MD simulations using the 43A1 and 53A6
force fields in which NOE distance restraints were imposed
as time-averaged restraints and 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling con-
stant restraints were imposed either as instantaneous
restraints or restraints using time averaging together with
LE biasing of the conformational search (NOE_TAR ?
3J_IR_43A1, NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1, NOE_TAR ?
3J_IR_53A6, NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6); one 5 ns long
MD simulation extending the NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1
simulation but with the LE potential energy term removed
(NOE_TAR ? -3J_LE_43A1). A list of all MD simula-
tions together with the nomenclature used in this paper is
given in Table 1. MD simulations applying time-averaged
NOE distance restraining were started after a 1 ns long MD
simulation in which the distance restraints were imposed as
instantaneous restraints.
Analysis
The trajectory configurations were saved every 0.5 ps. The
NMR model structures and the trajectory configurations of
all MD simulations were analysed in terms of atom-posi-
tional root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) from the
energy minimised initial structure. The RMSD values were
calculated for the heavy atoms of the backbone (Ca, N, C)
and side chains of all the residues using the backbone
atoms Ca, N and C to perform the superposition of centres
of mass and rotational least-squares fit superposition
(Kearsley 1989) of the successive structures onto the ref-
erence one. Additionally, for the set of NMR model
structures and for the MD simulation trajectories atom-
positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) were
Table 2 Proton pairs corresponding to the sequence numbers of the
experimental NOE upper distance bounds for GCN4p16–31 in Figs. 3
and 4
NOE
sequence no.
Proton pairs
1–56 HN(i)–HN(i ? 1), HN(i ? 2)
Ha(i)–HN(i ? 1), HN(i ? 2), HN(i ? 3), HN(i ? 4)
57–71 Ha(i)–Hb(i ? 3)
72–118 HN(i)–Hb(i-3), Hb(i-1), Hb(i), Hb(i ? 1)
HN(i)–Hc(i-1), Hc(i), Hc(i ? 1), Hc(i ? 4)
HN(i)–Hd(i-1), Hd(i),
119–147 Hd(Y17)–Ha(Y17), Hb(Y17), He(H18), Hd(L19),
Hb(E20), Hc(E20), Hc(E22)
He(Y17)–Ha(Y17), Hb(Y17), He(H18), Hd(L19),
Hc(E20), Hb(E22), Hc(E22)
Hd(H18)–Ha(H18), Hb(H18), Hd(L19), Hb(E20),
Hc(E20), Hc(E22)
He(H18)–Hd(Y17), He(Y17), Hb(H18), Hd(L19),
Hc(E22)
148–155 Hc(E22)–Hd(R25)
Hd(R25)–Hb(N21), Ha(E22), Ha(R25)
156–165 Hd(L26)–Hb(R25)
Ha(E22)–Hc(R25)
Hb(E22)–Ha(L19), Hb(L19), Hb(L26), Hd(R25)
Hc(E22)–Hb(L19), Hc(V23), Hd(L19)
166–174 Hb(N21)–Hb(A24)
Ha(N21)–Hb(E20), Hc(E20)
Ha(H18)–Hb(L19)
Ha(Y17)–Hc(E20)
Hb(Y17)–Hb(L19), Hd(L19)
Ha(N16)–Hd(L19)
175–179 Ha(V23)–Hb(L26), Hc(L26), Hc(E22)
Hc(V23)–Ha(E20), Hc(E22)
The residue sequence numbers are given within parentheses. See also
Table S2 (Online Resource)
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calculated for the heavy atoms of the backbone (Ca, N and
C) and side-chains of all the residues. Interproton dis-
tances derived from the NOE cross-peak intensities
were compared with the average interproton distances
calculated from the simulated and model structures using
r6
	 
1=6
averaging. The results are presented as distance
bound violations, i.e., as a difference between the distances
averaged over the simulation and the corresponding NMR
derived upper distance bounds. Because the GROMOS
force fields make use of united atoms, positions of aliphatic
hydrogen atoms of interest were constructed based on
standard geometries (van Gunsteren et al. 1996). If a NOE
upper bound involved non stereo-specifically assigned
protons, a pseudo atom was constructed (van Gunsteren
et al. 1996). The pseudo-atom bound corrections used in
the original NOE list were subtracted from the upper
bounds and the GROMOS pseudo-atom bound corrections
were applied. The list of NOE hydrogen-atom pairs, the
corresponding NOE upper bounds and the violations cal-
culated for the 20 NMR model structures and the NOE_
TAR ? 3J_IR_43A1, NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1, NOE_
TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6, and NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6
trajectories are given in Table S1 (Online Resource).
Additionally, Table S2 provides the complete list of the
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants and the violations calcu-
lated for the 20 NMR model structures and the trajectories
listed above. The 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants were
calculated for the simulated and model structures using the
Karplus relation (Eq. 1) with the parameters a = 6.4 Hz,
b = -1.4 Hz and c = 1.9 Hz (Pardi et al. 1984). The
secondary structure assignment was done with the program
DSSP, based on the Kabsch-Sander rules (Kabsch and
Sander 1983). For the visual analysis the VMD program
was used (Humphrey et al. 1996).
Results and discussion
NMR model structures
The solution NMR structure of the C-terminal peptide of
GCN4-p1, denoted GCN4p16–31 (Steinmetz et al. 2007) is
represented (Berman et al. 2000) as a set of 20 model
structures, which were obtained using a simulated anneal-
ing approach with the program X-PLOR (Schwieters et al.
2003). Analysis of the NOE distances and 3J(HN-HCa)-
coupling constants performed on the NMR model struc-
tures shows that these satisfy the set of NOE distance
bounds with minor violations associated with the following
proton pairs: HN-Ha of the residues 21Asn and 17Tyr,
HN-Hc of the residues 21Asn and 25Arg, He-Hd and Hd-Hd
of the residues 18His and 19Leu, Hd-Hb and Hd-Hc of the
residues 18His and 20Glu and He-Hc of the residues 17Tyr
and 20Glu. The violations do not exceed 0.1 nm and are
thus not very significant (Fig. 3, panel A and Online
Resource, Table S1). However, a comparison of the 3J(HN-
HCa)-coupling constants that were back-calculated from the
set of 20 NMR model structures with the corresponding
experimental values shows that the calculated 3J(HN-HCa)-
coupling constants for the residues 18His, 19Leu, and
23Val deviate from the measured ones by more than
1.5 Hz, i.e. by 4.0, 3.4 and 1.8 Hz, respectively (Fig. 3,
panel B and Online Resource, Table S2). The very poor
agreement of these 3J-values with the experimental ones is
most likely due to the assumption of standard a-helical
hydrogen bonds and /-angle restraints. These assumed
restraints bias the sampling of the GCN4p16–31 confor-
mational space towards the a-helical region, producing a
set of closely related structures which violate the primary,
i.e. measured data. In addition, these restraints restrict the
structural heterogeneity of the peptide. The RMSF values
which range from 0.01 to 0.29 nm for the heavy atoms of
the backbone and from 0.03 to 0.35 nm for the heavy
atoms of the side chains (Online Resource, Figure S2)
indicate a restricted conformational variability.
Unrestrained MD simulations
Unrestrained MD simulations were carried out to test the
performance of the GROMOS force fields 43A1 and 53A6
regarding the GCN4p16-31 peptide. From panels C, D, E
and F of Fig. 3 it is evident that the unrestrained trajecto-
ries do not satisfy all experimental NOE upper bounds and
nor do they reproduce the 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants
well. Of the 179 NOE distance bounds, the unre-
strained_43A1 simulations violated 24 by more than
0.1 nm; the largest violation of 0.52 nm arises from the
proton pair He-Hd in the side chains of the residues 17Tyr
and 19Leu (Fig. 3, panel C). Despite the NOE distance
bound violations the helical structure of the peptide is
preserved. However, a transition from an a- to a p-helix,
which had already been observed in the previously reported
MD simulations of GCN4p16–31 (Missimer et al. 2005),
occurred in the first 7 ns (Online Resource, Figure S3).
Large violations of NOE distance bounds are also a
prominent result of the unrestrained_53A6 simulation. 20
NOE distances are violated by more than 0.1 nm, with the
largest violation of 0.45 nm arising from the protons HN
and Ha of the residues 21Asn and 17Tyr (Fig. 3, panel E).
We note, however, that this NOE assignment was ambig-
uous. The helical structure of the peptide is only preserved
for the central residues where transitions from an a- into a
p-helix and back can be observed (Online Resource, Figure
S3). The calculated 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants do not
agree with the measured ones although they show an
improvement relative to the set of NMR model structures.
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In the unrestrained_43A1 simulation 5 3J-coupling con-
stants deviate from the measured ones by more than 1 Hz,
and in the unrestrained_53A6 simulation deviations greater
than 1 Hz occur for 7 3J-coupling constants. These obser-
vations indicate that both unrestrained MD simulations
sample regions of conformational space which are not
compatible with the primary experimental data. This may
be due to the limited accuracy of the force fields as in
examples B, D and E of Fig. 2 or due to insufficient
sampling of the conformational space as in examples D, E
and F.
NOE_IR and NOE_TAR simulations
In the restrained MD simulations NOE_IR_43A1 and
NOE_TAR_43A1, 179 experimental NOE upper distance
bounds were imposed either as instantaneous or as time-
averaged distance restraints. As expected, the agreement
with the experimental NOE data improved significantly
(Fig. 3, panels G and I). However, the attempt to satisfy all
the NOE distances using instantaneous distance restraining
resulted in 10 NOE distances violated by more than
0.05 nm with the largest violation of 0.12 nm coming
from the protons Hd and Hb of the residues 18His and
20Glu. Interestingly, these violations disappear when time-
averaged distance restraints are applied (Fig. 3, panel I),
which shows that if the interproton distance bounds for
GCN4p16–31 derived from experiment are correct, they do
not correspond to a single structure but represent an aver-
age over several different conformations. As indication of
the conformational variability of the NOE_IR_43A1 and
NOE_TAR_43A1 ensembles, atom-positional RMS fluc-
tuations of the backbone and side-chain heavy atoms of all
residues were calculated. The RMS fluctuations of the
backbone vary from 0.04 to 0.31 nm for the NOE_
IR_43A1 ensemble and from 0.06 to 0.30 nm for the
NOE_TAR_43A1 ensemble; the RMS fluctuations of the
side-chain atoms vary from 0.05 to 0.29 nm for the NOE_
IR_43A1 ensemble and from 0.08 to 0.44 for the NOE_
TAR_43A1 ensemble. The comparison indicates a greater
conformational variability of the side chains at the N-ter-
minal end in the NOE_TAR_43A1 ensemble (Online
Resource, Figure S2). Similar observations apply to the
RMS deviations from the energy minimized starting
structure which lie roughly between 0.04 and 0.23 nm for
the backbone atoms of the NOE_IR_43A1 ensemble and
between 0.05 and 0.38 nm for the backbone atoms of the
NOE_TAR_43A1 ensemble. The RMSD of the side chains
are between 0.16 and 0.40 nm and between 0.21 and
0.60 nm for the NOE_IR_43A1 and for the NOE_
TAR_43A1 ensembles, respectively (Online Resource,
Figure S1). Despite the increased conformational hetero-
geneity in the NOE_TAR_43A1 simulations, no significant
variability in terms of secondary structure assignment is
observed (Online Resource, Figure S3). The improved
agreement with the experimental NOE upper distance
bounds yielded by the NOE_TAR_43A1 trajectories did
not significantly improve the agreement of the calculated
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants with the experimental ones.
The NOE_IR_43A1 simulation yielded 9 3J-coupling
constants violating the measured ones by more than 1 Hz,
the NOE_TAR_43A1 simulation 8 such violations (Fig. 3,
panels H and J), indicating that the entire set of the
experimental NMR NOE and 3J-coupling data can only be
satisfied by also imposing 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant
restraints in the NOE_TAR simulations.
3J_IR and 3J_LE simulations
MD simulations applying 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant
restraints either as instantaneous restraints or by using LE
potential energy terms yielded calculated 3J-coupling
constants close to the experimental values (Fig. 3, panels L
and N). The 3J_IR_43A1 simulation, yielding an average
deviation of 0.2 Hz, reproduced the experimentally mea-
sured 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants better than the
3J_LE_43A1 simulation, for which the average deviation
was 0.6 Hz. Although 3J_IR_43A1 and 3J_LE_43A1 suc-
ceeded in satisfying the experimental 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling
constants, neither of the restraining methods succeeded in
satisfying the experimental NOE distance bounds (Fig. 3,
panels K and M). The 3J_IR_43A1 simulation violated 23
NOE distance bounds by more than 0.1 nm with the largest
violation of 0.42 nm coming from the protons He and Hd of
the 17Tyr and 19Leu side chains. The 3J_LE_43A1 simu-
lations produced even more pronounced NOE distance
bound violations; 29 NOE distances were violated by more
than 0.1 nm with the largest violation of 0.48 nm again
coming from the He and Hd protons of the 17Tyr and 19Leu
side chains. Moreover, in contrast to the secondary struc-
ture assignments derived from the 3J_IR_43A1 simulation,
the assignments derived from the 3J_LE_43A1 simulation
reveal a major loss of the a-helical structure in the peptide
(Online Resource, Figure S3). Evidently, 3J-coupling con-
stant restraining using LE biasing accesses regions of
GCN4p16-31 conformational space featuring relatively
great configurational freedom while compatible with the
measured 3J-coupling constants, but inaccessible to the
simulation using instantaneous 3J-coupling constants
restraints. Examples C and F of Fig. 2 illustrate this phe-
nomenon. The 3J_IR simulations, although reproducing all
the experimental 3J-coupling constant values, do not sam-
ple configurations separated by high energy barriers,
thereby restraining the molecule to an unrealistic average
conformation. In contrast, the search enhancement tech-
niques such as local elevation allow the system to escape
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from the local minima, leading to an improved searching
efficiency. Exploration of more extensive regions of con-
figurational space by the 3J_LE_43A1 simulation is also
indicated by increased atom-positional RMS fluctuations
and RMSD of the backbone and side-chain atoms. The
range of the backbone RMSF increases from between 0.06
and 0.32 nm for the 3J_IR_43A1 simulations to between
0.15 and 0.40 nm for the 3J_LE_43A1 simulations; the
range of side-chain RMSF increases from between 0.10
and 0.70 nm to between 0.24 and 0.77 nm. The range of
backbone RMSD increases from between 0.05 and 0.37 nm
for the 3J_IR_43A1 simulations to between 0.06 and
0.45 nm for the 3J_LE_43A1 simulations, and the range of
side-chain RMSD from between 0.23 and 0.72 nm to
between 0.21 and 0.92 nm, respectively (Online Resource,
Figures S1 and S2).
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR and NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE
simulations
The results discussed above indicate that neither time-
averaged NOE restraints nor 3J-coupling constant restraints
are alone sufficient in MD structure refinement protocols to
reproduce the entire set of 194 experimental NMR data. As
is evident from the panels A to D and G to J in Fig. 4, both
refinement protocols imposing the two sets of restraints,
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR and NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE, success-
fully reproduce all experimental data. The similar results
obtained for the NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_43A1 and NOE_
TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6 simulations as well as for the NOE_
TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 and NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6
simulations show that the results of the two refinement
protocols are insensitive to the differences between two
recent GROMOS force fields.
In order to illustrate the conformational differences
among the set of NMR model structures and the ensembles
of the NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6 and NOE_TAR ?
3J_LE_53A6 simulations, a superposition of first 10 NMR
model structures and superpositions of 10 conformations
taken at intervals of 1 ns from the NOE_TAR ?
3J_IR_53A6 and NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6 simulations
are presented in Fig. 5. The conformational space of the
peptidic backbone generated by the NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE
refinement is larger than those of the NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR
or conventional NMR refinements. These two refinement
protocols restrict the sampled configuration space, pre-
venting the structure from deviating markedly from the
initial a-helical conformation, either by imposing instan-
taneous 3J-coupling constant restraints or by explicitly
imposing a-helical hydrogen-bond and torsional-angle
restraints. The differences in the conformational space
sampled by NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR and NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE
simulations using the 43A1 and 53A6 force fields are also
reflected in the secondary structure analysis presented in
Fig. 6. When 3J-coupling constant restraints are applied as
instantaneous restraints, GCN4p16-31 remains stable as an
a-helix. On the other hand, the variation in secondary
structure is larger in the NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE simulation
demonstrating that the measured NOE distance bounds and
3J-coupling constants permit substantial flexibility in the
backbone of GCN4p16–31 and do not restrict it to a rigid
a-helical conformation. The differences in the ensembles
simulated by the two protocols are, particularly in the case
of the 43A1 force field, also evident from the RMS fluc-
tuations of the backbone and side-chain atoms as well as
from the RMS deviations of the backbone and the side-
chains from the energy minimised starting structure of the
GCN4p16–31. The range of the backbone RMSF increases
from between 0.07 and 0.35 nm for the NOE_TAR ?
3J_IR_43A1 simulation to between 0.12 and 0.45 nm for
the NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 simulation; the range of
the side-chain RMSF increases from between 0.09 and
0.54 nm to between 0.17 and 0.65 nm. The range of the
backbone RMSD increases from between 0.06 and 0.35 for
the NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_43A1 simulation to between 0.09
and 0.43 nm for NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 simulation;
the range of the side-chain RMSD increases from between
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Fig. 4 Violations of the experimental NOE upper distance bounds as
a function of the NOE sequence number (left-hand panels) and
comparison of the experimental and calculated 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling
constants (right-hand panels) for the following 5 simulations:
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_43A1 (panels A and B), NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_
43A1 (panels C and D), NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 (panels E and F),
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6 (panels G and H) and NOE_
TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6 (panels I and J). Simulation nomenclature is
given in Table 1 and NOE sequence numbers in Table 2 as well as in
Table S1 (Online Resource)
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0.18 and 0.63 to between 0.19 and 0.94, respectively
(Online Resource, Figures S1 and S2).
The application of LE biasing may serve a dual function
in a simulation: (1) enhancing sampling by enabling the
transition of barriers much larger than kBT; (2) compen-
sating force-field deficiencies by building up Gaussian
potential energy hills. In order to investigate these effects
of LE biasing we performed a 5 ns long restrained MD
simulation (NOE_TAR ? -3J_LE_43A1) using only time
averaged NOE distance restraints starting from the final
coordinates of the NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1 simulation.
The results presented in panels E and F of Fig. 4 show that
removal of the LE biasing from the NOE_TAR ?
3J_LE_43A1 simulation yielded deviations of the calcu-
lated 3J-coupling constants from the experimentally
measured ones comparable to the deviations of NOE_
TAR_43A1, demonstrating that either the force field used
does not favour the real conformations (Fig. 2, cases B, D,
E) or that LE biasing of the conformational search is needed
to enable sampling over a high barrier (Fig. 2, case F).
In Figs. 7, 8, 9 we present the time evolution of the 15 /
dihedral angles and 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants as well
as the build-up of LE biasing potential energy during the
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6 simulation. The experimen-
tally determined 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants, J
0, are
displayed in the bottom panels of the Figures. Two bands
of dihedral angles between 200 and 300 are evident in all
but /17; the distance between them tends to decrease with
increasing J0, as the Karplus curve in Fig. 1 would imply.
For the dihedral angle / of the first four residues, a third
band centered about 60 is evident, corresponding to the
lowest maximum of the Karplus curve; a weaker, variable
band at lesser dihedral-angle values, characteristic of
smaller J0, is visible for most of the other residues. The
distribution of the dihedral angle / is clearly related
for each residue to the sampling of the corresponding
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant. In the case of the residues
16–18, 21, and 27–30 the experimentally determined
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants, J
0, are relatively large,
corresponding to the upper part of the Karplus curve, while
the 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants for the central residues
Fig. 5 Superposition of 10 NMR model structures of GCN4p16–31
(a), 10 conformations taken from the NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6
trajectories (b) and from the NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6 trajectories
(c) at regular intervals of 1 ns. The structures are superimposed using
the heavy atoms of the backbone of the first model or trajectory structure
Fig. 6 Time series of
secondary structure elements for
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_43A1,
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_43A1,
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6 and
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6
simulations of GCN4p16-31.
a-helix is displayed in green,
310-helix in yellow, p-helix in
blue, bend in orange and turn in
red. Simulation nomenclature is
given in Table 1
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19, 20, and 22–26 are smaller, corresponding to the middle
part of the Karplus curve (Fig. 1). The 3J(HN-HCa)-cou-
pling constants and dihedral angles of the residues 16–18
indicate two exclusive sets of configurations, whereas the
3J-coupling constants of the residues 20–30 vary widely
about their mean values, suggesting a broad continuum of
configurations compatible with the experimental value J0.
The build-up of the biasing potential energy function
indicates that the residues 19, 20 and 22–26, evidencing
smaller J0 corresponding to broader regions under the
Karplus curve, require enhanced sampling of 3J-values in
order to satisfy the experimental data. If the 3J-value is
close to the experimental one from the beginning of the
simulation, as for residues 21, and 27–30, the build-up of
the biasing potential function is small and the corre-
sponding dihedral angle remains close to its starting value.
Figure 10 presents the time evolution of the dihedral
angles / and 3J-values derived from the NOE_TAR ?
3J_IR _53A6 simulation showing the effect of instanta-
neous 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constant restraints on the
sampling of the / torsional-angle degrees of freedom.
Despite the instantaneous restraining, the first five dihedral
Fig. 7 Time series of the local
elevation potential energy
(upper panels), dihedral angle
/ (middle panels) and 3J(HN-
HCa)-coupling constants
(bottom panels) for residues
16–20 in the
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6
simulation. In the bottom panels
the experimental 3J0(HN-HCa)-
coupling constants are given for
each of the angles
Fig. 8 Time series of the local
elevation potential energy
(upper panels), dihedral angle
/ (middle panels) and
3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants
(bottom panels) for residues
21–25 in the
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6
simulation. In the bottom panels
the experimental 3J0(HN-HCa)-
coupling constants are given for
each of the angles
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Fig. 9 Time series of the local
elevation potential energy
(upper panels), dihedral angle /
(middle panels) and 3J(HN-
HCa)-coupling constants
(bottom panels) for residues
26–30 in the
NOE_TAR ? 3J_LE_53A6
simulation. In the bottom panels
the experimental 3J0(HN-HCa)-
coupling constants are given for
each of the angles
Fig. 10 Time series of the
dihedral angle / (upper panels)
and 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling
constants (bottom panels) for all
residues of GCN4p16–31 in the
NOE_TAR ? 3J_IR_53A6
simulation
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angles / of GCN4p16–31 show larger fluctuations. How-
ever, the / angles for all other residues (21–30) sample
relatively narrow ranges of the torsional angle space. Yet,
the fluctuations of the corresponding 3J-coupling constants
are still large.
Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of MD structure refinement
protocols on the conformational heterogeneity of the cal-
culated ensembles using the C-terminal peptide of
GCN4p1, GCN4p16–31, as an example. The agreement of
the simulated with the primary, measured NMR data was
used as criterion for success. The choice of GCN4p16–31
was motivated by the observation that the set of 20 NMR
model structures deposited in the protein data bank did not
completely agree with the measured NMR data on which
the single structure refinement was based (Steinmetz et al.
2007). Six NOE upper distance bounds were slightly vio-
lated and three 3J-coupling constants disagreed with the
experimental values by 1.8–4 Hz. Using restrained MD
simulations we could significantly improve the agreement
of the conformational ensemble with the measured exper-
imental data. In addition, the following observations
emerged from the analysis. i) The 179 NOE upper distance
bounds for GCN4p16–31 can only be fully satisfied if the
NMR data are included as time-averaged distance restraints
in the MD simulations. Thus the NOE signals are averages
that cannot be described by a single structure. ii) The 15
experimental 3J-coupling constants are not well reproduced
by applying only the NOE distance restraints in the struc-
ture refinement, which is due to the limited sampling of the
corresponding torsional-angle degrees of freedom. iii) In
order to enable the peptide to cross high-energy barriers
and to enforce agreement with the experimental 3J-cou-
pling constant values, the sampling of the corresponding /
torsional angle degrees of freedom can be enhanced using
LE biasing of the conformational search. We find that the
15 3J(HN-HCa)-coupling constants, which depend only on
the torsional angles between HN and HCa protons, are not
sufficient to define the overall structure of GCN4p16–31.
iv) Using time-averaged NOE distance restraints in com-
bination with instantaneous 3J-coupling constant restrain-
ing in the MD simulation results in a stable a-helical
peptide conformation. However, restraining 3J-coupling
constants instantaneously, i.e. excluding averaging effects,
neglects the basic fact that the results of the NMR mea-
surements are averages over time and space. This is in
particular true for 3J-couplings, which depend in a highly
non-linear manner on the local conformation. This
prompted us to apply time-averaged NOE distance
restraints in combination with LE biased 3J-value
restraining in the MD simulation. The ensemble of struc-
tures calculated in this simulation satisfies all experimental
data while including conformations not predicted by the
standard single-structure refinement protocol. This result
shows that single-structure refinement involving assump-
tions, such as hydrogen-bond and torsional angle restraints,
suggested only indirectly by the measured data, may lead
to biomolecular structures not representative of the con-
formational variability of a biomolecule in aqueous solu-
tion. Proper accounting for the average nature of measured
observables, avoiding the use of assumed data in the
restraint set and implementing proper sampling of the rel-
evant degrees of freedom, are essential ingredients of any
procedure to derive biomolecular structure on the basis of
measured data.
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